V enous thromboembolism (VTE), which encompasses both deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE), 1,2 is the leading cause of hospital death in the United States, 3 and is associated with significant morbidity and cost. [4] [5] [6] Although effective preventive measures are available, their underuse and inappropriate use have led patient safety experts to identify VTE prevention as the most important priority for improving patient safety in hospitals. 7 However, at the present time, there is no effective surveillance system for monitoring the occurrence of VTE and for evaluating the success of preventive measures.
Indeed, VTE rates are currently monitored by screening administrative data for International Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) discharge diagnostic codes. 8, 9 However, recent studies have questioned the validity and the accuracy of using these codes for monitoring VTEs. 10, 11 In addition, in many jurisdictions, discharge diagnostic codes are not dated with precision. As a consequence, it is often difficult to determine whether a given code (eg, PE) represents an event that occurred before the patient was hospitalized (ie, a comorbid condition) or during the actual hospitalization (ie, an acute event). 12 Moreover, discharge diagnostic codes are typically available only several months after discharge, which hinders both timely surveillance of VTE and prompt interventions.
According to evidence-based practice guidelines, 13, 14 VTEs can be objectively identified through imaging studies from diagnostic radiology (eg, venous ultrasound, CT scan of the chest). The results of these imaging studies are summarized in an unstructured narrative report written by the radiologist and stored in the electronic health record (EHR).
Although clinical experts can accurately identify VTE by reading these reports, it is a time-consuming and costly process. Automating this process through natural language processing (NLP) techniques could greatly reduce the time and cost required for monitoring VTE rates.
NLP refers to a set of automated techniques that convert free-text data into a computer-processable format. Among the various NLP techniques, symbolic NLP uses the structure and the semantic meaning of the written language to construct logical rules for classifying narrative documents. 15, 16 Although recent studies have provided evidence that symbolic NLP can accurately identify some medical conditions from narrative EHR documents, [17] [18] [19] comparatively little attention has been given to the detection of VTEs. The objective of this study was to determine the accuracy of using symbolic NLP classifiers to identify DVT and PE from narrative radiology reports.
METHODS

Setting and Study Population
The study was conducted at the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC), a university health network located in the Canadian province of Quebec. The MUHC is composed of 5 adult-care hospitals and has more than 800 beds. It serves a population of 1.7 million people (22% of the provincial population), with an annual volume of approximately 735,000 ambulatory visits, 33,300 surgeries, and 40,000 hospitalizations. 20 The research ethics committee of the MUHC approved this study, and the Director of Professional Services authorized access to EHR data.
Data Source
Data for this study were extracted from 3 electronic databases at the MUHC and were linked by unit, patient, and hospital admission date. The Discharge Abstract Database provided patient age and sex, dates of hospital admission and discharge, and diagnostic codes. The Radiology Report Database provided data on all radiologic examinations that were performed over the study period, including dates when these examinations were performed, a text description of the radiologic findings, and the radiologist's interpretation. At the time of this study, no other clinical narratives were available in an electronic format at the MUHC.
Study Design
To assess the accuracy of using symbolic NLP for detecting VTE from narrative radiology reports, a validation study was conducted. First, a random sample of 4000 narrative reports was selected among all reports of radiologic examinations that were performed at the MUHC, between 2008 and 2012, in patients undergoing an imaging study that could diagnose DVT or PE (eg, venous Doppler, CT scan of the chest). The 4000 narrative radiology reports were then manually coded by clinical experts, which served as the reference standard. These clinical experts included a general practitioner (T.E.), a radiology fellow (S.S.), and a nurse epidemiologist (C.M.R.). Then, using data from the largest MUHC hospital site as a training set (n = 2788), 2 symbolic NLP classifiers were iteratively developed and tested; one for detecting DVT, and another for detecting PE. The accuracy of the best performing NLP classifiers developed on the training set was then measured on the testing set, which included data from the other 4 MUHC hospital sites (n = 1212).
Reference Standard Development
The 4000 reports were initially coded by a clinical expert (C.M.R.) and assigned 2 codes: (1) positive or negative for DVT of the lower or upper extremities and (2) positive or negative for PE. Positive radiology reports for a DVT were those where a thrombus was identified in the proximal deep veins of the lower extremities (eg, external iliac, common femoral, deep femoral, or popliteal veins), in the deep distal veins of the lower extremities (eg, peroneal and posterior tibial veins), or in the deep veins of the upper extremities (eg, brachial, radial, ulnar, axillary, subclavian). Negative cases included those where no thrombus was identified or where a thrombus was identified in a superficial vein of the lower extremity (eg, saphenous), in a superficial vein of the upper extremity (eg, cephalic), or in a perforating vein of the lower extremity but not extending into a deep vein. 21 Radiologic examinations finding evidence of chronic thrombosis were coded as negative.
Similarly, positive radiology reports for a PE included those where a filling defect was identified in the central, segmental, or subsegmental pulmonary arteries. Radiologic reports describing evidence of chronic PE were coded as negative, as were those reporting no evidence of the disease. 20 To assess the reliability of the reference standard, 2 clinical experts (T.E. and S.S.) blindly recoded a random 20% of the radiology reports. Intercoder reliability was assessed using the k statistic; yielding near perfect agreement (k = 0.98).
DATASET PREPARATION
In preparation for symbolic NLP classifier development and validation, the 4000 narrative reports were broken down into sentences using the period as the breakpoint. Words within these sentences were converted to lower case and their radical form, and punctuation marks were removed. This process generated sequences of unigrams, which included word radicals (eg, thromb, embol) and acronyms (eg, DVT, PE).
FEATURE SELECTION: DISEASE REFERENCES AND NEGATION WORD MODIFIERS
Then, with the input of clinical experts, unigrams that referred to DVT and PE were selected from the training set and listed in 2 different disease reference sets; one that referred to DVT concepts, and the other to PE concepts. Throughout the initial stages of the NLP classifiers development it was observed that bigrams increased the accuracy of DVT and PE detection. Bigrams, which are 2 unigrams that appear in the same sentence and that are separated by none (eg, pulmonary embolism) to many other unigrams (eg, the words thrombus and brachial in the sentence: "a thrombus is observed in the brachial vein"), were thus included in the disease reference sets (Table 1) . These bigrams combined unigrams that referred to pathologic manifestations of DVT or PE (eg, thromb, clot, embol) and unigrams that referred to relevant anatomic body parts [eg, femoral (vein), segmental (artery)] (Table 1) .
Then a list of negation modifier words was created with the input of the clinical experts. These negation modifiers aimed at identifying narrative radiology reports that described findings that were: (1) historical (eg, past medical history of lower extremity DVT); (2) chronic; (3) possible but not confirmed; or (4) negative (eg, no evidence of DVT or PE could be identified) ( Table 2) .
SYMBOLIC NLP CLASSIFIERS DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
Lastly, a set of classification rules was defined to determine if a given sentence contained a positive reference to DVT or PE by automatically searching for entries in the disease reference sets. If a reference to DVT or PE was found and no negation modifier could be identified in the same sentence, the sentence was classified as positive for DVT or PE. When a negation modifier word was present, the sentence was coded as negative. In the event that 2 distinct negation modifier words followed each other (eg, not rule-out), they were deleted and the sentence was coded as positive for DVT or PE. Lastly, any narrative report with at least 1 positive sentence was classified as a positive report. Figure 1 shows a flow chart of how the classification rules function.
In developing these classification rules, we iteratively reviewed false-positive and false-negative reports in the training data to further perfect the disease reference sets and the set of negation modifier words. A new disease reference or negation modifier word was included in their respective sets only if it increased the net number of correctly classified reports by 5 or more in the training data. We continued this process until our manual review of false positives and false negatives could no longer produce such modifications. As a sensitivity analysis, we explored if using alternative cutoff values (eg, 3, 6, or 7) for including a new disease reference or negation modifier word in their respective set improved the accuracy of DVT and PE detection. Throughout the development and initial testing of the NLP classifiers, the testing set was not used to avoid overfitting the NLP classifiers to the data.
VALIDATION OF THE SYMBOLIC NLP CLASSIFIERS
The accuracy of the best performing NLP classification rules developed on the training set was assessed on the testing set. To further assess the robustness of these rules, a second sensitivity analysis was performed, stratifying the testing set by years when the radiologic examination was performed. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) along with their 95% confidence intervals (CIs), were calculated and reported for DVT and PE separately. Sensitivity is the proportion of correctly classified positive reports among all positive reports identified by clinical experts. Specificity is the proportion of correctly classified negative reports among all negative reports. PPV is the proportion of correctly classified positive reports among all reports classified to be positive. NPV is the proportion of correctly classified negative reports among all reports classified to be negative. Confidence intervals were constructed using the binomial distribution. To assess whether there were any differences in writing styles across institutions, we compared the percentages of positive reports identified by each unigram and bigram in the training and the testing datasets. The unit of analysis was the narrative radiology report, and multiple reports from the same patient were included in the analyses. R 3.0.1 and Java 1.7.1 were used for the analyses.
RESULTS
The 4000 radiology reports came from 2819 patients over 3140 distinct hospitalizations. The mean age of these There is no evidence of DVT in the brachial vein.
Negative for DVT.
Sentence 2: A thrombus is seen at the radial vein.
Positive for DVT
Report is positive for DVT FIGURE 1. Conceptualization of the algorithm in a simple example. Word in bold mark a negation modifier word. Words underlined mark a reference to venous thromboembolism.
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e76 | www.lww-medicalcare.com patients was 66.8 years, and 49.5% were female. On manual review, 662 (16.5%) reports were DVT positive and 272 (6.8%) were PE positive ( Table 3 ). The accuracy of the NLP classifiers for identifying DVT and PE in the training and testing sets are presented in Table 4 . In the testing set, the NLP rules achieved 94% sensitivity (95% CI, 88%-97%), 96% specificity (95% CI, 94%-97%), and 73% PPV (95% CI, 65%-79%) in classifying DVT, and 94% sensitivity (95% CI, 89%-97%), 96% specificity (95% CI, 95%-97%), and 80% PPV (95% CI, 73%-85%) in classifying PE. Interestingly, some striking differences were noted, between the training and the testing sets, in the percentages of true positive radiology reports for DVT and PE that were correctly identified by some unigrams and bigrams (Appendix 1). For instance the word "defect" identified 27% of the true positive reports for DVT in the testing set and only 1% of such reports in the training set. Conversely, "clot" identified 26% of the true positive reports for PE in the training set as opposed to only 5% in the testing set (Appendix 1).
With the exception of PPV, results of the sensitivity analysis, stratifying the testing set by years of radiologic examination, generated very little change in the accuracy of the NLP classifiers within each stratum (Table 4) . Of note, the year 2011 contained about 3 times more radiology reports than the other years; a pattern that reflects the observations in the complete radiology database. Although accuracy of the NLP classifiers did not change with the year of the radiologic examination, it was influenced by the cutoff value used for retaining a disease reference or a negation word modifier. Using a cutoff of 3 resulted in a slight increase in the accuracy in the training data as several more bigrams were included in the negation word modifiers. However, this increase was not observed in the testing data. Using 6 as the cutoff resulted in no change in accuracy, whereas using 7 resulted in the loss of several negation word modifiers and a subsequent decrease in accuracy in both the training and testing data.
Lastly, we examined the falsely classified cases in the test set. Among the false positive for PE and DVT, 48% were due to statements that mention only a possibility of VTE (eg, "filling defect seen in the pulmonary arteries may be an artifact"), 20% referred to thrombus in nonrelevant body parts (eg, "clot in the arteries above the elbow"), 18% were due to references to previous or chronic disease (eg, "observed DVT may be of chronic nature"), and 13% were due to complex sentences and grammar (eg, "probable compression of a segmental pulmonary artery from a tiny node rather than a pulmonary embolus"). As for the false negatives, they were all due to complex sentencing.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we measured the accuracy of using symbolic NLP classifiers for identifying DVT and PE from narrative radiology reports. We found that a classifier using grammatical and semantic rules to encode domain expert knowledge can identify DVT and PE as accurately as a manual review of the narrative reports.
Recently, Hanauer et al 22 achieved 93% sensitivity, 96% specificity, and 20% PPV in a single-center study that identified postoperative PE from dictated clinical notes (excluding radiology reports). In Hanauer's analysis, only 6 terms were used to identify PE (ie, PE, pulmonary embolism, pulmonary embolus, pulmonary emboli, pulmonic emboli, pulmonary thromboembolism). Although the sensitivity and the specificity observed in Hanauer's study compare to those measured in this study, their lower PPV could potentially be explained by their usage of a limited number of disease references and negation word modifiers, which may have inflated the number of false positives. Indeed, while our disease references for PE included all of Hanauer's terms, additional pathologic manifestations (eg, defect, clot), the use of anatomic references (eg, artery, segmental), and additional negation word modifiers were also required to maximize accuracy. Alternatively, it is also possible that both the number of distinct words used to refer to a given condition (eg, pulmonary embolism) and the prevalence of that condition may vary, within a given institution, across the numerous sources of narrative documents available in the EHR (eg, progress notes vs. narrative radiology reports).
These technical issues are further illustrated in recent work by Murff et al. 17 These researchers used an all-purpose symbolic NLP classifier, Multi-threaded Clinical Vocabulary Server NLP system, to detect a variety of adverse events, including VTE, from an integrated EHR. Using pooled data from 5 Veteran Health Affairs hospitals, and a variety of narrative reports (eg, radiology, surgery, outpatient visits), they reported 59% sensitivity, 91% specificity, and 11% PPV for the detection of VTEs. In a replication study based on a larger sample of Veteran Health Affairs hospitals and patients, Fitzhenry et al 23 reported 56% sensitivity, 94% specificity, and 15% PPV for DVT (disease prevalence: 2%), and 80% sensitivity, 97% specificity, and 23% PPV for PE (disease prevalence: 1%). Although the PPVs observed in our study are higher than those noted in Murff's and Fitzhenry's studies, it is likely attributable to the higher disease prevalence in radiologic reports targeting VTE (prevalence: 16.5% for DVT and 6.8% for PE). Nonetheless, it is also plausible that the lower overall accuracy observed in Murff's and Fitzhenry's studies could be attributed to their multinarrative multicenter approach. Indeed, numerous and very complex symbolic NLP rules may be required for capturing the idiosyncrasies of different sources of clinical narratives, as well as the potential variations in the structure and content of these sources in each of the institutions involved. 15, 16 As the number and the complexity of the rules increase, it is possible that interactions and contradictions among these rules could reduce the overall accuracy of a symbolic NLP classifier; a hypothesis that warrants further investigation. Moreover, the hospitals included in Murff's and Fitzhenry's studies came from distinct geographical regions of the United States, whereas the 5 hospitals included in our study were all located in the same Canadian city. Although we observed some heterogeneity in writing styles across these sites, it is also possible that this heterogeneity increases as the distance between sites grows. Greater heterogeneity in writing styles could then negatively influence the performances of an NLP classifier. To our knowledge, this hypothesis has never been explored empirically.
An important strength of the method used in this study was the definition of a criterion to avoid overfitting the NLP classifiers to the data, an aspect that has received scant attention in the literature. Indeed, we observed during our iterative training process that the majority of falsely classified reports came from uncommon and complex ways of referencing VTEs and negations, which were observed only once or twice in the training set. Defining rules to code such local idiosyncrasies would have contributed toward overfitting the symbolic NLP classifiers. To guard against this, a classification rule was accepted only if it increased the net number of correctly classified reports by 5 or more in the training data. Moreover, we provided empirical evidence that this criterion maximized the accuracy of VTE detection. Future studies should examine if this criterion also applies to the detection of other conditions (eg, pneumonia), to other types of narrative documents, and other institutions.
Compared with the discharge diagnostic codes, the current reference standard for detecting VTEs and other adverse events, our proposed method, based on symbolic NLP, has a number of other important strengths. First, it uses data that are date and time stamped. Such temporal information provides a mean for determining the timing of adverse event occurrence, a critical requirement for differentiating past medical events from acute complications of hospitalization. Second, narrative radiology reports are available in near real time allowing for the timely monitoring of adverse events. Indeed, the classifiers developed in this study could potentially be integrated into existing EHR systems and assist with real-time surveillance of VTE events. This, would allow hospital administrators to rapidly investigate the likely causes of the events (eg, underuse or inappropriate use of thromboprophylactic measures), and institute the appropriate interventions to minimize their incidence. These represent major advantages over discharge diagnostic codes that often take several months before being available. Our study is not without limitations. Our proposed approach was only applied to one type of adverse event, namely VTE. Although we have provided evidence that symbolic NLP can accurately identify the 2 clinical manifestations of VTE (ie, DVT and PE), it has yet to be demonstrated if this approach can be generalized to other types of events. Moreover, the symbolic NLP classifiers were developed and tested using a single source of narrative documents. Although this approach was appropriate for the detection of VTEs, it may not be generalizable to other adverse events, such as catheter-associated bloodstream infection or hospital-acquired pneumonia. Indeed, several sources of EHR data may need to be combined to accurately identify these events. In addition, while we have provided evidence of some variability in writing styles, it is nonetheless possible that the accuracy of the NLP classifiers would have been different if they were validated on data from a geographically distant hospital. Lastly, because the NLP classifiers are dependent on the language used in the clinical narratives, recalibration would be advisable before using them in a new clinical environment. Periodic recalibrations are also recommended as technology and clinical guidelines change over time.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, our findings suggest that symbolic NLP classifiers are accurate for identifying DVT and PE from narrative radiology reports. Symbolic NLP classifiers could potentially be used by hospitals to leverage existing EHR data and conduct surveillance of VTE rates, and assess the effectiveness of preventive measures. Additional studies are required to determine if the approach developed and validated in this study can be successfully applied to other types of adverse events, and if the accuracy of symbolic NLP classifiers, in general, can be improved by including additional information from the EHR, such as laboratory and microbiology data, or additional clinical narratives. 
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